Abstract

Popularity of the web is increasing day by day and social media is becoming a huge source of information. It becomes difficult to analyze this enormous information quickly. Text summarization solves this problem, it minifies text such that repeated data are removed and important information is extracted and represented in the concise way which can help us to understand the information instantly. It is impossible to summarize all this information manually as it contains a huge number of unstructured information and reviews. Manual summarization is a tedious, monotonic and time consuming task. Therefore, method is needed for mining and summarizing information, reviews and produce representative summaries. To deal with this problem, an abstractive summarization of documents using an encoder decoder based approach is proposed. Abstractive Text Summarization gets the most essential content of a text corpus, compresses it to a shorter text, keeps its original meaning and maintains its semantic and grammatical correctness. For this, it uses deep learning architecture in natural language processing. It uses recurrent neural networks that connect the input and output data in encoder-decoder architecture with an added attention mechanism for better results. The
The proposed work is implemented with two datasets namely CNN/Dailymail and DUC 2004. The experimental results show that the model produces a highly coherent, concise and grammatically correct summary.
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